
We are constantly We are constantly 
bombarded with information bombarded with information 

–– some good, some bad, some some good, some bad, some 
true, some false!true, some false!



The Role of Mass The Role of Mass 
MediaMedia

A A medium medium is a means of is a means of 
communication communication –– it transmits some it transmits some 
kind of information.kind of information.

Television, Radio, Newspapers, Television, Radio, Newspapers, 
Magazines and the Internet are the Magazines and the Internet are the 
most important mediums to politics.most important mediums to politics.

Other forms exist in America.Other forms exist in America.

Mass media is NOT part of the Mass media is NOT part of the 
government government –– it has its own agenda!it has its own agenda!



TelevisionTelevision

Politics and television have been Politics and television have been 
intertwined since it was developed.intertwined since it was developed.

Television has also changed the Television has also changed the 
way politicians reach out to the way politicians reach out to the 
public.public.

The major networks now have to The major networks now have to 
compete with the many newscompete with the many news--
networks on cable.networks on cable.

Television is how most Americans Television is how most Americans 
receive their information!receive their information!



NewspapersNewspapers
This is the most traditional This is the most traditional 
means of people learning means of people learning 
about events, issues and about events, issues and 
politics.politics.
Newspapers need to compete Newspapers need to compete 
to increase their circulation to increase their circulation ––
while many feel obligated to while many feel obligated to 
report facts, they still focus report facts, they still focus 
on selling!on selling!
Most newspapers are local Most newspapers are local ––
catering to a specific area.catering to a specific area.



RadioRadio

Radio was the most popular Radio was the most popular 
medium between the 1930medium between the 1930’’s and s and 
19601960’’s.s.

Radio is still a major source of Radio is still a major source of 
news and political information news and political information ––
but has decreased in popularity.but has decreased in popularity.

There are many stations that are There are many stations that are 
devoted to devoted to ““talk formattalk format”” –– and and 
slant their views to be liberal or slant their views to be liberal or 
conservative.conservative.



MagazinesMagazines
There are still There are still 
many magazines many magazines 
that carry that carry 
political political 
agendas.agendas.

Can we name Can we name 
them?them?



The InternetThe Internet

Each candidate typically has Each candidate typically has 
their own website.their own website.
The internet also has a wide The internet also has a wide 
variety of news sites and variety of news sites and 
information.information.
Recent trends include Recent trends include 
““bloggingblogging”” and and ““YouTubeYouTube””--
type of sites!type of sites!
This is a relatively new and This is a relatively new and 
growing medium, especially growing medium, especially 
for younger voters.for younger voters.



Mass Media and Mass Media and 
PoliticsPolitics

There is a long debate about the There is a long debate about the 
influence of the media influence of the media –– it is most it is most 
influential in the public agenda influential in the public agenda 
and electoral politics!and electoral politics!



The Public AgendaThe Public Agenda

Public AgendaPublic Agenda:  societal problems that political :  societal problems that political 
leaders and citizens agree need government leaders and citizens agree need government 
attention.attention.

Media controls the publicMedia controls the public’’s focus on these s focus on these 
problems with amounts of coverage.problems with amounts of coverage.

Often, the media will present a biased view of Often, the media will present a biased view of 
events and issues.events and issues.



Television has made Television has made 
candidates less reliant on candidates less reliant on 
parties.parties.
Candidates try to Candidates try to 
manipulate media manipulate media 
coverage to their coverage to their 
advantage.advantage.
““Sound bitesSound bites”” are are 
increasingly important increasingly important 
as a means of utilizing as a means of utilizing 
the media.the media.

Electoral PoliticsElectoral Politics



Limits on the MediaLimits on the Media’’s s 
InfluenceInfluence

Few people actually follow current Few people actually follow current 
events closely.events closely.

People are selective in their media People are selective in their media ––
preferring likepreferring like--mindednessmindedness

There is a lack of depth in coverage on There is a lack of depth in coverage on 
television.television.

People are more interested in being People are more interested in being 
entertained than informed.entertained than informed.






